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•Required design documentation for the Project
1. Register file: With appropriate detail, show the layout of the register file.
2. ALU: You need to show a detailed design of an ALU to support the following instructions:
Table 4: Instruction set for required design
1. Data Path: Show the data path of each class of instruction as well as the overall data path per Table 4.

a. Control: Develop the control logic to support your instructions. Gate level design in not necessary. 
However, functional table needs be very detailed and clear, making it implementable in an FPGA.  

2. Pipelined Data Path: Show the data path for the pipelined architecture.
Extra Credits (20 Points):
Note:  Extra Points are only considered if the processor design is over 80% correct. 
Either Verilog code or a schematic capture of the ALU is needed. Documentation should include two 
simulation cases for each ALU operation. 

ALU functionOperationInstruction

addload registerLDUR

addstore registerSTUR

pass input bConditional branch on zeroCBZ

pass input bConditional branch on not zeroCBNZ

Unconditional branchB

addaddR-type

subtractsubtract

ANDAND

ORORR

/Max 
Point

Score

/109Register File
/1513ALU Design
/3027Data Path
/1515Control
/1514Pipelined Data Path
/1514English 

0TurnItIn similarity negative score
/10092Total
/20Extra Credits
/10092Total Course Project

Applicability for Design Folder:
YesX
No



Address Translation

 Fixed-size pages (e.g., 4K)



Translation Using a Page Table



Fast Translation Using a TLB



Translation Using a Page Table



TLB and Cache Interaction

 If cache tag uses 
physical address
 Need to translate 

before cache lookup

 Alternative: use 
virtual address tag
Complications due 

to aliasing
Different virtual 

addresses for 
shared physical 
address











14) The figure below depicts the memory system.

a. What is the function of TLB?
b. How many virtual pages numbers does the system have and how many bytes is each page?
c. Identify type of cache architecture
d. Complete the cache architecture by connecting the dash lines to appropriate physical address. Identify 

how many bits is each connection. 
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14) The figure below depicts the memory system.

a. Modify it for 4 way associative cache. 


